
We provide success 
with a system –
Since 1912

Medical  & Industrial  Material  Handling
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Our Vision
We envision a world in which we can provide any health care facility, anywhere 

in the world, with ergonomic ISO-modular equipment that supports the in-

house logistical processes. We aspire to be the global market leader in the 

field of integrated logistic solutions for the healthcare market by tailoring our 

products to our customers needs, and the needs of the planet.

Our Mission
We have set out to reduce the operational costs and ecological footprint of 

hospitals, by providing the most advanced, durable, and high-quality logistical 

solutions available on the market.

Our idea of industrial leadership
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The milestone in the company´s history 

In the early 1970s a revolutionary modular storage 
concept was developed and introduced to the 
Scandinavian market. The ISO standard for 400 x 600 
mm modules is based on this system, which was named 
the “Scan Modul System”. This system is the base for 
the further development of the company, refined over all 
the years, winning knowledge and experience. Several 
complementary products came up, building the todays 
end-to-end supply management system.
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ScanModul™ today

As the inventor and largest vendor in the field of modular 
System, ScanModul™ is proud of its leadership position. 
With the headquarter and own production in Houten, 
Netherlands and more than 75 employees, ScanModul™  
is continuing this progress fully aware of the responsibility 
the position of market leader entails.

Continuing our successful journey

ScanModul™ prides itself on having excellent quality 
and the broadest product portfolio in the industry. 
Innovations and the continuing extension of the product 
range bring ScanModul™ close to its vision: Providing 
the healthcare sector worldwide with all storage needs, 
offering a broad product range, high quality and premium 
service at any time.

Established 1912
to make Danish hospitals better

Founded in 1912 by the silversmith Georg Larsson the company soon 

specialized in supplying beds and other equipment to Danish hospitals. 

Ole Larsson continued in his father´s footsteps in 1940. The company 

moved on in specializing production with a very extensive product range 

for use in the hospital and nursing home sector. 

Today we are 
market leader in modular healthcare storage solutions

ScanModulTM   / Our roots ScanModulTM   /  Our future
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Over 110 years of presence in the healthcare market, more than 50 years of 

experience with logistics systems, and over 2000 completed projects worldwide 

speak for themselves regarding ScanModul™´s experience. For us, professional 

project management, from analysis and evaluation through conception to the 

realization, goes without saying. You, the customer, are always in our focus – 

because your satisfaction is our primary target.

We are the “one partner”  
our clients need 

As our client you get one partner to assist you with all your 
supply management needs. We work closely with you during 
every stage of the process, from analysis to implementation. 
We focus on the non-clinical processes, which when 
optimized, can result in significant savings in three areas: 
less inventory spend, reduced clinical staff time as well as 
reduced waste.

Brilliantly Simple –  
Simply Brilliant

The idea behind our system is as simple 
as it is brilliant. Based on a standardized 
size of 400 x 600 mm, we develop highly 
flexible and compatible solutions for a wide 
variety of logistics tasks within the hospital 
ecosystem. 

Optimising your facility through  
open communication 

The key to our custom-fit solutions is an open 
communication with our clients. We bring the experience 
that comes from a century of working with hospitals and 
surgical wards, and our clients bring the knowledge of their 
unique medical operations. In short, we help our clients to 
meet the demands of modern medicine through the most 
efficient supply process possible.

Experienced partner 
in efficient logistic solutions

ScanModulTM   /  What we do and how we work ScanModulTM   /  What we do and how we work
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The base of our work and also the base of every optimization in the whole 

logistics supply chain is our NoCount®-Solution. This solution is a highly flexible 

tool that allows us to improve any possible initial situation according to our 

customers' wishes. From small improvements that facilitate the daily workflow  

to a future-proof complete solution that not only relieves the on-site staff and thus 

saves valuable time, but also raises the safety in warehousing,  as well as the 

economic aspects to a new level.

May we introduce the base of your success 
Our NoCount®-Solution

ISO-Modular-System

All of our solutions rely on the flexible ISO modular 
system, which allows us to find the right combinations 
for all of our customers’ needs.

 
Two-Bin-System

Our Two-Bin-System uses the simplest visual signal to 
initiate stock replenishment: an empty box. The trays get 
divided into two, each side stocked with an equal amount 
of products. Once a side is empty, the tray gets turned 
around, allowing the other half of the products to be used. 
This signals employees replenish the empty half with the 
necessary products.

First-in-First-out-System 

This idea is essential everywhere high amounts of products 
are handled. With our solutions you can easily implement 
this system into your processes due to flexible storage units 
that e.g. allow a wide variation of possible separations to 
help employees in their daily business.

 

A powerfull tool, based on 3 systems

ScanModulTM   / NoCount®-System ScanModulTM   /  NoCount®-System
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Benefits of the  
NoCount®-Solution: 

The combinaton of the Two-Bin-
System and the FiFo-System has  
two significant economies:

•  Never run out of products 
unexpectedly

•  Reduced waste of expired 
products
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Medical solutions
ISO Modular storage and transport system

ScanModulTM   /  Medical Solutions ScanModulTM   / Medical Solutions 

The world of medicine is ever evolving, and your choice of medical products may 

change over time. When this happens, you do not have to invest in new storage 

space solutions, but can simply adjust the make-up of a basket, tray, or cabinet. 

All components of our ISO-modular system can be used together, and structures 

can be modified if the needs of a space change. 
Racks

Transport solutions

Cabinets

Trays, Baskets, Shelves

Tailor made solutions

ScanCell®

ISO-Modular-System

The benefits go beyond the use of just a single, modular and 
flexible storage unit. By using ISO-modular storage in every 
aspect of hospital logistics, transportation of products from 
the repository to the OR, or other locations, is done with the 
lightest effort and absolutely cost-efficient.
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ISO Modular System
Modular storage and transport solutions

Cabinets

Experience the timeless design of our  
ISO-modular cabinets 

We tailor our ISO-modular cabinets to your needs. They 
come in various heights and can be fitted with a wide array 
of features and accessories, such as locks and telescopic 
pull-out trays. 

ScanCell®

The high quality mobile storage solution

ScanCell® is our range of high quality mobile storage 
solutions that utilises our modular system of trays and 
baskets. The ScanCell® range is fully customisable and  
has a wide range of clever accessories which create a 
wealth of design combinations.

ScanCell® products are built from high-quality materials 
which have been carefully selected to meet rigorous 
durability targets and strict hygiene criteria. 

ScanModulTM   /  Medical Solutions ScanModulTM   / Medical Solutions 

Trays, Baskets, Shelves

Efficient storage: be organised and flexible

We have developed an ISO certified modular system for 
trays and baskets, which optimises the flow of supplies 
from central storage through to the point-of-use. This allows 
modules – our common name for trays and baskets – to be 
moved from one place to another instead of picking each 
item from shelf to shelf. The modules are pivotal in our 
NoCount® logistic concept. 

High Heat green baskets

As we are constantly developing our products and adapting 
them to the respective situations on the market, we have 
developed the High Heat green baskets. These baskets are 
highly heat resistant and thus stand up to the latest and 
future requirements.

Transport solutions

Carts for the safe transportation  
of medical supplies

Weather you go for a lightweight distribution trolley, open  
or closed, steel or aluminum, all our transportation solutions 
are ergonomically designed and guaranteed to make 
transportation effortless. As with all of our products, every 
trolley can be customized with accessories to ensure a 
perfect fit, specifically for you.
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Tailor made solutions

One example:  
Storage of surgical instruments

Efficient material supply within the central sterilization is 
a challenge. The smallest hick-ups in the flow of material 
could be cost-intensive or could endanger the patients 
safety. The ScanModul® instrument storage offers an 
efficient and unique solution for the proper, well-organised 
storage of instruments. 

Special solutions tailored to your needs

Due to our own production and our highly qualified staff, 
we have the possibility to implement a variety of special 
solutions. Whatever you need, feel free to contact us. 

ISO Modular System
Modular storage and transport solutions

ScanModulTM   /  Medical Solutions ScanModulTM   / Medical Solutions 

Racks

Stationary and mobile shelving solutions

Our fully customizable solutions and large range of products 
allow us to meet any individual and demanding storage 
requirement.

ScanMo™ is a flexible, modular racking system, which 
supports both angled and horizontal insertion.



HEADQUARTERS
NETHERLANDS

Vleugelboot 32 B
3991 CL-Houten
+31 30 6 345 345
info-nl@scanmodul.com

INTERNATIONAL

+31 30 6 345 345
info-global@scanmodul.com

SCANDINAVIA

+45 97 52 35 33
info-dk@scanmodul.com
info-se@scanmodul.com
info.no@scanmodul.com

GERMANY

+49 341 212 085 0
leipzig@scanmodul.com

FRANCE

+33 967 387 274
info-fr@scanmodul.com

SWITZERLAND

+41 61 301 63 01
wollerau@scanmodul.com
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